
Sponsor Meeting 2 
 

Date 30/10/2017 
Time 1200 

Venue Pu3 Restuarant 
Attendees Jin Qiang 

Celestine 
Absentees Sherman (Class) 

Derrick (Class) 
Sushil (Class) 

 
Agenda 

Item Description 
1. X FACTOR  

- 100 users who are using the system 
- Guarantee 50% system up time 

 
2. Acknowledgement of Android Application setup (New functionality) 

For convenience, the user should receive a notification message when the 
Android Application is setup successfully. Below are the 2 types of user’s 
setup: 

1. Elderly: Upon successful installation of App from Google Play 
Store, the App must be able to pair the issued beacon 
automatically. User should receive notification on the mobile phone 
within 24 hours when successfully/unsuccessfully paired. If within 
24 hours of installation, there are no beacon updates, installation 
has failed. Try to reduce the number of things a user need to do to 
install the beacon at home.  

2. Caregivers: Upon successful installation of App from Google Play 
Store, the App must be able to get a list of whitelist elderly’s beacon 
identifier from the server. Thereafter, user should receive a 
successfully/unsuccessfully notification on the mobile phone. 

 
3. Bootstrap information for Dashboard (New functionality) 

To update/ add new information, both SAC and System administrator 
should be able to access the bootstrap functionality. Below are the 2 types 
of bootstrap functionalities: 

1. SAC Admin: Bootstrap should allow the user to upload user 
demographics in a CSV file to the database. 

2. System Admin: Bootstrap should allow the user to upload beacon 
identifiers for each SAC in a CSV file to the database. 

4. SAC Content Management System for Dashboard (New functionality) 
SAC administrator will be issued beacons with its identifier recorded in the 
whitelist by the system administrator. SAC administrator will then be able 
to pair the elderly phone number with the beacon identifier when they 
issue the beacon to the elderly. 



5. Companion report (New functionality) 
Based on the number of times spent with a friend within a span (eg 24 
hours/ since the elderly registered to the system), the ranking will then be 
sorted in descending order for the caregiver to know who the elderly 
spends the most time with. This will allow the caregiver to contact the 
elderly closest friend if the elderly is uncontactable. 
 

6. Steps to install and setup the Android Application  
Users should receive a simple and easy to understand step by step guide 
to setup the application.  

The meeting was adjourned at 1300H with the next meeting scheduled TBC. 
 

Task List 
Item Task Action by 

1. Update the schedule to reflect the new functionality and 
update change management 

Jinqiang 

2. Step by step guide for users  Celestine 
3. Web Dashboard UI prototyping to include the new 

functionalities 
Sherman 

4.  Plan technical diagrams for new functionalities Derrick 
Sushil 

5. Review of new technical diagrams and Web Dashboard UI All 
 
These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in 
the next three days.  
 

 
Vetted by, 
Jinqiang 

Vetted by, 
Celestine 

 
 


